Hang Template

1. Line template up with floor and tape to wall. Before applying Command™ Strips, make sure the wall surface is clean and dry. If cleaning is necessary, 3M recommends using isopropyl rubbing alcohol. Do not use household cleaners.

Prepare Brackets

2. There are 6 yellow brackets [Marked A – F] and 7 Command™ Strips [one extra strip]. Remove red printed liner from Command™ Strips and apply to back of brackets as shown. Make sure the strip tab is accessible for future removal.

Hang Brackets

3. Remove black-printed liner from Command™ Strip and place the bracket marked A onto the wall using the notch A outline on the template. Bracket is not interchangeable. Bracket should not overlap the template. Press bracket firmly onto wall and hold, pressing for 30 seconds. Red arrow should line up with arrow on bracket. Repeat with remaining brackets.

Remove Template

4. Once all brackets are firmiy attached with red arrows correctly oriented, remove template. Note: For optimal adhesion performance 3M recommends waiting 1 hour before adding weight to Command™ Strips.

Assemble Track Pieces

5. Pre-assemble pieces as shown.